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0. Introduction 

McClung [3] defined a genevatov (of unitary amicable pairs) as a pair (/, k) 
where f is a rational not one and k and fk are integers such that 

a* (/7c) = foHk). 
The utility of this concept arises in that If m = km' and n - knf are unitary 

amicable numbers with 

(fc, m'n') = 1 = (fk, m'n'), 

then fkm' and fkn' are also unitary amicable numbers. McClung found sixteen 
generators which he applied to the unitary amicable pairs in the Hagis list [1] 
to produce 25 unitary amicable pairs of which 3 are new. 

In Section 1, properties of generators are investigated. An equivalence 
relation is defined on the set of generators. A product of two generators is 
defined, but not everywhere, which is consistent with the equivalence relation 
and so yields a product of classes, also not everywhere defined. 

~~ Section 2 is devoted to methods of producing generators. The action of 
classes of generators on unitary amicable pairs is defined and the properties 
are examined. The section closes with a table of generators. 

Section 3 briefly indicates how the methods of Section 2 apply to unitary 
sociable sets, defined in [2]. 

H. J. J. te Riele, [5], [6], used number pairs (a, b), satisfying 

o*(a)/a = o*(b)/b, 
to generate hundreds of new unitary amicable pairs. One can define a binary 
operation and an equivalence relation on the set of all such pairs which yield 
stuctures isomorphic to those developed here for generators. Both te Riele [7] 
and McClung [4] were aware of the equivalence of the two methods. Apparently, 
neither developed the structures of the te Riele pairs to the extent this paper 
does for the McClung generators. 

A paper in progress will extend and generalize this one. 

1. Properties and Operations 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with McClung Ts results and nota-
tion [3] . To avoid confusion, gcd(a, b) wil denote the greater common divisor 
of a and b. gucd(a, b) will denote the greatest unitary common divisor. The 
notation (/, k) will be reserved for generators. 

A prime p divides / if it divides either the numerator or the denominator 
of /. The expression "p is (not) in/" means that "p does (not) divide /." m 
is said to be relatively prime to /, i.e., gcd(m9 f) = 1, if no prime p divides 
both m and /. 

If a prime p is relatively prime to fk but not to k, then it divides /. 
Extend the definition of a generator as follows. 
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Definition 1: A pair of integers of the form (1, k) will be called a trivial 
generator. 

When applied to a given unitary amicable pair, a trivial generator does not 
generate a different unitary amicable pair. The two integers of a trivial 
generator are relatively prime. So on eliminating extraneous primes, one gets 
(1, 1). 

Theorem 1: a. (/, k) is a generator iff (1//, fk) is a generator. 

b. Let p be a prime which does not divide f. Then, (/, kpa) is a 
generator for all positive integers a. 

f is a rational not one and k and fk are integers. 

o*(fk) = /a*(fc) iff a*(fe) = (l//)o*(/fe) 
iff a*(Q//)Cffc)) = (l//)a*(/fc). 

1// is a rational not one and fk and (l/jf)(/7c) -k are both integers. 
(1//, /7c) is a generator. The argument is reversible. 
If pffe, 
o*(fkpa) == a*(/fc)a*(p*) = /o*(fc)a*(pa) = fo*(kp°). 
If p|fc, set k = krpb, gcd(fcf, p) = 1. By McClungfs Lemma 2, (/, kr) 
is a generator. By the previous case, 

Cf, fepa) - (/, krpa+b) 
is a generator. Q 

Compare with McClungfs Lemma 2. In effect, for any prime p which does not 
divide /, one can divide or multiply k by any power of p that yields an integer 
and thereby produce a new generator. 

Since there are countably infinitely many primes p and prime powers pa, 
each generator (/, k) has countably infinitely many generators (/*, kpa) , y\f* 
associated to it. 

Definition 2: For (/, k), the generator (1//, /7c) is called the inverse or pe-
ciprocal generator and is written (/, fe)-1. 

Note that (1, k)~l = (1, k) and that (1//, /TO"1 = (/*, Zc) . Trivial genera-
tors are their own inverses. The inverse of the inverse is the initial genera-
tor. 

Definition 3: A generator (/̂, k\) is said to be related to a generator (/2> 
fc2) iff (a) •/]_ = fzl a n d (b) there exist integers m and n both relatively prime 
to fis so that mk\ - nk^. 

Theorem 2: The relation of Definition 3 is an equivalence relation. 

Proof: Obvious. D 

Definition 4: A generator (f,k) is said to be primitive if there does not 
exist a prime p, pa\\k, p\f, such that .(•/» kp~a) is a generator. 

Essentially, a generator is primitive iff k has no extraneous primes. Sev-
eral properties are immediate consequences of Definition 3, Theorem 2, and Def-
inition 4. 
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Trivial generators form an equivalence class. 
Each generator (/, k) has a unique primitive generator associated to it by 

eliminating extraneous primes. 
Each equivalence class has one and only one primitive generator. 
For a primitive generator, if p\k, then p\f. Thus, T\ (k) < ir(/). 

(/, k) is primitive iff (1//, fk) = (/, k)~l is primitive. 

Primitive generators are the natural representatives for the equivalence 
classes. Upper case letters (F, K) will be used for primitive generators. The 
primitive generator associated to an arbitrary generator (/, k) will be denoted 
by (f» k ) I t n e equivalence class, by <( f> k)>. Arbitrary equivalence classes 
will be denoted by Q . 

McClungfs conjectures can be stated in stronger form by using reciprocals 
and primitives. Even then, they are false. 

Conjecture 1: Up to reciprocals, the only primitive generator (F, K) with n(F) 
= TT(Z) = 2 is (3/2, 12). 

/ , 2^ * 17) is a counterexample 
\2 -17 / 

Conjecture 2: There are no primitive generators (F9 K) with i\(F) > 2 or TT(Z) > 2. 

2 3 • 3 •5 -11 • 43 (2* • 3 • 5 -11 • 43 h \ 
I , 2H * 3 • 17 1 is a counterexample, 

Definition 5: Let (f\, k\) and (jf2> k2) be two generators such that k2 = f\k\« 
Then the -product of (/^, /q) and (/2, ^2)' i n t h a t order, is defined and given 
by 

(/l* *1> x 0*2* *2> = (/l/2» fe'l)-

Lemma 1: The product (fif2, &i) of two generators (/x, /q) and (/2, ^2) i s a 

generator. The product is trivial iff the factors are reciprocals. 

Proof: ki and fif2k\ = ^2^2 a r e integers. We must show that 

<** tf 1/2*1) = fifi°*(kO; 
°*(fifzkO = o*(f2k2) = /2a*(fe2) = fifi^*(ki). 

If the factors are reciprocals, the product is obviously trivial. Suppose the 
product is trivial. Then, f\f2 = l and f2 = l/f\ . Substituting, the factors 
become (fl9 kx) and (1/jfx, f\ki). Q 

From Definition 5, it is obvious that the product is not defined for every 
pair of generators. The product of (2- 5, 2) and (3 *41, 33) does not exist in 
either order. When the product does exist, it need not be commutative. 

2 • 17, 23) x (^ii 21* • 17) = (22 • 11, 23) 

but is not defined in the opposite order. 
For a generator (/, k) 9 the trivial generator (1, k) is a left identity, 

and (1, fk) is a right identity. 
Where sufficiently defined, the product is associative. Let (/• , k-)> £ = 

1, 2, 3 be generators such that the products (f1, ki) x (/2, fc2) and (/2, fc2) x 
Cf*3> ^3) exist. Then the product of the three is associative; i.e., 

((A> *l) >< Cf2. *2)) x (/3» *3) = (/l» *l) x ((/2. *2) x (f3> k3)). 
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It is a simple matter to follow both sides through to Cfx/2/3 * k\) . The condi-
tions necessary for each intermediate step obtain. 

The reciprocal of a product is the product of the reciprocals in the 
reverse order. 

(Cfl> &l) >< (/2> M r 1 = (/l/2. ^l)"1 = (Ufif2, flflWl 
(/2> ^ 2 ) _ 1 >< (/l» ^ l ) " 1 = (1//2- /2^2) x d//l» flW 

= (I//1/2- /2^2) = d//l/2» Zl/Z^l)-
The equality /x^l = (l/f2) ifik^) must hold for the product of the reciprocals 
to exist. But /x^x = fc2 = (I//2) (fi^-l) • T h e product is defined! 

Lemma 2: Let (/̂ , fc^) , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be generators such that: 

a. (fl5 /q) is equivalent to (f2, k2) ; Cf 3» ^3) to (/̂ , /ĉ ) ; and 

b. the products (/x, /q) x (/3, fc3) and (/2, ^2) x (A' ^^) exist. Then, 
the products are equivalent. 

Proof: By Definition 35 f\ = f2
 and ^3 = fi+> so fx/3 = fzfh* Also, there exist 

integers 777 and n, both relatively prime to fi so that m^x = ^ 2 ' a n^ P anc^ <7* 
both relatively prime to f3, so that pk3 = qki+. Assume m and n are relatively 
prime and p and q also. Otherwise, divide out the gcd!s. As k3 = f\ki and k^ 
= flk-2* Pfl^-l = qflk-z a nd pk\ = <?̂ 2- ^1 = (q/p)k2

 and m(q/p)k2 = nfc2. mq=pn0 
m must divide p. Say p = am* mq - amn and q = an. Thus, a divides gcd(p, q) = 
1, a = 1, q = n, and p - m. m and n are then relatively prime to both /x anc^ 
f3, hence to fif$> and satisfy the condition for equivalence. D 

Definition 6: Let Cx and C2 be two equivalence classes such that for (/]_, fe^) 
in Cx and for (f2, k2) in C2, the product (f\, k\) x (/°2s fc2) exists. Then, 
we say that the product of the two classes Ci± and C2, in that order, exists and 
is given by: 

Cl x c2 = <(/l5 k o x (/2, fe2)>. 

The product is not everywhere defined. Where it is defined, by Lemma 2, it 
is well defined. Where it is defined, it is not necessarily commutative. It 
does have some nice properties which we list in the following theorem. No 
proofs are given as they follow from the preceding discussion. 

Theorem 3: a. The class of trivial generators is a two-sided identity. 
b. Each class has a two-sided inverse, or reciprocal, given by 

<(/, k)>~1 = <(/, k)~l>» 
c. The reciprocal of a product is the product of the reciprocals 

in the reverse order. 
d. The product is associative; that is, let C^ , i - 1, 2, 3, be 

classes such that the products Cx x C2 and C2 x C3 exist, then 

(Cl x C2) x C3 = Cx x (C2 x C3). 

The reciprocal of a class C will be denoted by C~~l. (C~l)~l = C, 

To form products, class representatives cannot be chosen at random. Even 
primitive generators are not necessarily good choices. The product 

(2 • 5, 2) x (3 • 41, 33) 

is not defined. Equivalent generators yield 
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.- (2 • 5, 2 • 33) x (3 -41, 23 • 33 • 5) = (2-3, 5-41, 2 • 33) . 
Thus 

<(2 • 5)> x <(3 • 41, 33)> = <(2 • 3, 5-41, 2 • 33)>. 

Lemma 3: Let Clf (72 be classes such that for respective generators (f\, &i) 
and (/25 ^2)» /l' fl have no primes in common. Then the product C\ x C^ exists 
and is commutative. 

Proof: Let (f\9 %i) 9 (/2» ^2) he the corresponding primitives. Since / j , f% 
have no primes in common, neither do fi, Z2

 n o r fl> ^-l n o r ^-1? ̂ -2 • Then the 
products, in both orders, can be defined using equivalent generators. Speci-
fically, 

(/l, ^1^2) x (/2» /l^l^2> = (flfl> KlKl) = (/2» #2*1) x Cfl» flKlKl)' 
Thus, 

1 x 2 = 2 x 1 " *-• 

The converse of Lemma 3 is an open question. The following is given with-
out proof. 

Corollary 1: Let C\9 C^ be two classes such that for the respective primitives 
(Fi, Ki) 9 (F29 K2) 9 F\9 Fz have no primes in common. Then the product exists, 
is commutative, and is given by <(^i^2» #1^2)># 

Except for the fact that the product is not everywhere defined, the set of 
classes would form a group. The product fails to exist in one significant case 
so that the properties of the product as described set bounds on the best 
possible situation. 

Lemma 4: With the exception of the identity class, the square of a class does 
not exist. 

Proof: It is a direct calculation to show that the square of the identity is 
the identity. Let (F, K) be the primitive for any nonidentity class, F * 1. 
For the product to be defined there must be integers m and n , relatively prime 
to F so that the product (F, Km) x (F, Kn) exists; that is, so that FKm = Kn9 
Fm = n. Since m and n are relatively prime to F, either F = 1 or m - n , which 
forces F = 1. • 

Lemma 4 also implies that, with the exception of the identity class, the 
powers of a class do not exist. The full characterization of which products 
exist (or do not exist) is an open question. 

2. Generators and Unitary Amicable Pairs 

There are at least three methods of producing generators. McClung found six-
teen in a limited computer search. Briefly, he characterized generators with 
TT(/) = 2 and TT(/C) = 1 and searched for generators of the forms 

(2-p, 2 a ) , (22-p, 2b), and (3 • p, 3°). 

He found five, eight, and three, respectively. By the nature of the character-
ization, all are primitive. 

The characterization of other generator forms remains a fertile area of 
endeavor. It appears, for example, that in the case ir(/) = TT(/C) = 2, f Is not 
an integer. 
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The examination of known unitary amicable pairs yields generators. Before 
discussing the method, a brief review will be useful to allow the introduction 
of notation. 

Two numbers m and n form a unitary amicable pair if 
o*(m) = o*(n) = m + n. 

Let T = gucd(/72, ri) . Write m = TM and n = TN. Assume, for convenience, that 
M < N. Notation for the unitary amicable pair m, n will be U = (T; M, N). 

The action of a generator (fs k) on U to produce a new unitary amicable 
pair Ur takes the following form. If k is a unitary divisor of T such that 

gcd(/fc, (T/k)MN) = 1 = gcd(k, (T/k)MN), 
then the unitary amicable pair produced is Ur = (/T; Af, /I/). 

Use right function notation: 

(j% fc) : (T; M, N) + (fT; M, N) and (T; M, N)(f, k) = (fT; M, N) . 

Lemma 5: Let (/1 > fc^) and (jf̂ * ̂ 2) ̂ e t w o generators which act on the unitary 
amicable pair (T; M, N) to produce the same unitary amicable pair Ur. Then one 
has that (/]_, k\) is equivalent to (/2) ^2) • 

Proof; Since (T; M, N)(fl9 kx) = (ftT; M, /!/) and (T; M, il7)(f2, k2) = (f2T; M, N) , 

(/xT; M, tf) = (/2T; M, ff) and / ^ = / 2 2 \ 

Thus, f\ = fz* k-1 anc* ^2 a r e unitary divisors of T. There exist numbers a, b9 
also unitary divisors of T so that a/q = T = 6^2-

gcd(a, /q) = 1 = gcd(i, fc2). 

We must show that a and £> are relatively prime to fi . Suppose p is a prime di-
viding both a and fY. Since a = (T/Zq) and g c d C / ^ , (T/K^MN) = 1, p does 
not divide f\k\. Thus, p must occur to a negative power in fi and a positive 
in /q. However, since gcd(fcls (T/ki)MN) = 1, it does not. Thus, p does not 
divide jPx. So a, and similarly b, is relatively prime to fi. Therefore, one 
has that (/]_, k\) and (/*2» ^2) a r e equivalent. D 

Definition 7: Two unitary amicable pairs 

Ui = (Ti; Ml9 NO and 7̂2 = (Tl'> M2> #2> 
are said to be in t/ze same family iff A?i = M2 and /l/j = ̂ 2 • 

Lemma 6: The relation of being in the same family is an equivalence relation. 

Proof: Left to the reader. • 

Since the action of a generator class on a unitary amicable pair (T; M, N) 
leaves M and N unchanged, the classes cycle pairs within the family. Lemma 5 
leads to the following statement. 

Definition 8: A generator class C is said to act on a unitary amicable pair U 
to yield another pair Ur if there is a generator (/, k) in C such that 

U(f, k) = U'. 
Notation will be C : U '-> U' or UC = Ur. 

If C is the identity class, UC = U for any U. If UC = Ur, UrC~l = U. 
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Theorem 4: Let U and Uf be unitary amicable pairs in the same family. Then 
there is a class C so that UC = U?. 

Proof: Let U = (T; M, N) and Uf = (Tf ; M , 71/ ) . It suffices to find a generator 
(/, k) so that U(f, k) = £/'. C = .<(/,. fe)>. Let / = T 7 ^ and. /c = f. If I7' = 
T> (f > k) is a trivial generator with the desired action. Assume T! * T. k 
and fk are integers. 

gcd(fe, M).= gcd(T, Ml/) - 1 and gcd(/fe, MN) - gcdCZ7', M ) = 1. 

To verify that fo*{k) = o*(fk), note that the relation o*(TM) - TM = TN, yields 

o*(T)/T = (M + N)/o*(M) . 
Thus, 

o*(T)/T = o*(T')/T'; 
fo*(k) = {Tf/T)o*(T) = (T'/T')o*(Tr) = a*^7") 

= o*((T'/T)T) = o*(fk).. 
Finally, 

U(f,k) = (T; M, N)(Tf/T$ T) = (iT?/T)T; M, N) = CZ7'; M, /!/) = . J7\ D 

Coronary: The cardinality of the set of classes is at least as large as the 
cardinality of the largest family of unitary amicable pairs. 

Theorem 5: Let (/̂ , /q) and (/2, ^2) b e generators, and let [/1? £/2, and ^3 be 
unitary amicable pairs in the same family, satisfying: 

1. The product (fi, &i) x (jf2, &2) exists; 

2. ^ ( f t , ̂ ) = tf2; 

3. U2(fZs k2) = U3. 

Then •Ul((f1, kO x 0*2» &2>) = #3 • 

Proof: By (1) the product 

Cfl> ^1) x (/2. *2> = (fl/2. fel). 
exists. The action U\(fif29 /<i) is defined if /q is a unitary divisor of T]_ as 
given in (2). It suffices to evaluate fifz^i' From (2) and (3), 

flflTl = fl(flTl) = f2?2 = ̂ 3-
Thus, 

U.l(flfl> fel) = (̂ 3; M> ^) = ^3- • 

Let Ci, C2 be classes, and let U\9 U2% ^3 be unitary amicable pairs 
in the same family, satisfying: 

1. The product C\ x C2 is defined; 

"2. ^ 1 = ̂ 2; 

3. £/2C2 - tf3. 

Then, Z/i (Cx x C2) = U3. 

A brief list of primitive generators is given in the table below. Sources 
include McClung?s list [3] and the results of applying Theorem 4 to the uni-
tary amicable pairs in Hagis [1]. Inverses and products are not listed. The 
pairs listed by Wall [8] were not examined for the generators arising there. A 
description of another method of forming generators can be found in [3] and 
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[5] e No effort was made to produce generators for the list given here. This 
list is intended to be typical, not inclusive. 

Table of Primitive Generators 

1. (2 • 32, 22) 15. (23 * 3 • 17,. 2) 

2. (2 • 5, 2) 16. (24 • 11 • 43, 23) 

3. (2 • 17, 23) 17. (2-3-5 -41, 2 • 33) 

4. (2-257, 27) 18, (26-3 • 11 • 43, 2) 

5. (2- 65537, 215) 19. (2 * U , 2^ . 17) 

(22 - 3, 2) 20* (^-1^2~' 2 * 33 ® 5) 

(22.-11, 23) 21. , ; ( 2 3 ' ^ ' 4 3 , 2 ^ 17) 

2 3 . 3 . 5 . 11 . 43 

6. 

9. 

o c / 2d ® 3 ® 5 ® 11 a 43 f \ 
(22 • 43, 25) 22. (- — - j - 1 1 — — , 2*+ . 3 • 17) 

(22 . 683, 2^) 23. ^ 3 - 2 3 > L ^ 4 1 - 43? 24 . 33 . 1 7) 

10. (22 * 2731, 211) 24. (3 • 5, 3) 

11. (22« 43691, 215) 25. (3-41, 33) 

12. (22 - 173763, 217) 26. (3-21523361, 315) 

13. (22» 2796203, 221) 27. (|, 22 • 3) 

14. (22* 32- 17, 22) 28. ( ^ M ? 33* 5) 

3» Unitary Sociable Numbers 

Lai, Tiller, and Summers [2] defined unitary sociable numbers as sets of 
numbers m^9 i = 1, 2, ..., n, so that 

a*(m^) - mi = mi+i, for i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1, 
and 

o*(mn) - 772 n = mi. 

Use the convention tjiat 777 ]_ is the smallest number in the set, 
Unitary sociable sets are extensions of unitary amicable pairs. The 

notation for amicable pairs can also be extended,, Given a unitary sociable 
set, let 

T = gucd(^i, r/?25 * * » * mn) 

and set mi = TM^S i -~ 1, 2S . .., n. Then, one can denote a unitary sociable 
set by the notation 

S = (T; Ml9 ..., Mn). 
All the results of Section 2 are valid with 6'Ts replaced by 5!&. 

The T values were calculated for all sera in [2]. No matches were found 
between these values and the generators given in. the table.. The production of 
new unitary sociable sets by the methods of this paper must await more exten-
sive lists of generators. 
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